
The Cold War
A Review of the key events 1944 - 1991



What was it all about?
• Was the conflict inevitable or was it accidental?

• How far back in history does US – USSR competition go?

• How did wartime allies come to be in conflict with each other?

• Who was to blame for the Cold War?

• Was it really about capitalism vs. communism? Democracy vs. 
Totalitarianism? Freedom vs. government imposed slavery?

• How did intelligent people repeatedly bring the world to the brink 
of nuclear annihilation?

• What does the phrase “cold war” even mean?



War Time Allies – Post War Enemies
• At the start of WWII both the US and USSR were on the 

sidelines – both were brought into the war via attacks from Axis 
powers

• Both were drawn into European affairs and at the conclusion of 

WWII were left as the two strongest powers on the globe –
both sharing the spoils of victory in both Europe and Asia

• In the power vacuum created by WWII in Europe both nations 
began to reshape Europe in their image



Ideological Differences

USA & the West

–Multiparty democracy

–Capitalist economy

–Individualism

USSR & the Eastern Bloc

–Single party democracy

–Planned (state controlled) 
economy

–Collectivism



Yalta Conference       (Feb 1945) 
• The War in Europe was quickly coming to an end – it was only a matter 

of time before Germany was defeated 
• The following items were agreed upon:

– Agreement that Germany should be jointly occupied by the US, UK, France and 
USSR

– Only unconditional surrender would be accepted (the US still feared that the 
USSR would try to cut a separate peace deal with Germany)

– USSR to declare war on Japan 3 months after V-E day (secret)
– Settled the post-war Polish border issue (next slide)
– Areas taken by Germany prior to and during the war were to be restored as 

independent nations
– German leadership to be put on trial for “War Crimes”
– The USSR agreed to join the United Nations



The United Nations (UN)
• Created in 1945 to replace the League of 

Nations

• Run by two main groups:
– The Security Council (US, UK, USSR, 

China and France)

– The General Assembly (all member nations)

• The purpose was to maintain world peace, uphold international law, 
advance human rights and freedoms, and promote democracy

• Headquartered in New York City



“Spheres of Influence” vs “Self Determination”

A misunderstanding among the Allies?

• Stalin operating under the “spheres of influence” approach –
both Russia and the West have control over the region they 
occupy

• The US and the West operating under the “self-
determination” approach – both sides will allow a multiparty 
democracy to determine the fate of the nations of Europe



Poland
• What should happen to Poland after WWII?

– Issue discussed and agreed upon at Yalta
• Polish borders expanded Westward to include former German 
Territory

• A section of Eastern Poland was to be given to Russia

• Free elections were to be held

• Polish borders were changed, but the free elections never 
happened – the Polish Government was one of the USSR’s 
choosing



Europe in 1945



Potsdam Conference   (August 1945)

• 2 of the Big 3 Replaced (Churchill  Atlee, FDR  Truman)

• Truman’s announcement of the atomic bomb was not news to 
Stalin since he had been spying on the US throughout the 
war and already knew about it

• The Potsdam conference didn’t do too much, but it did 
reconfirm the important ideas of Yalta (including Polish Free 
Elections (which as previously mentioned, never happened)



The “Iron Curtain” Speech
• Winston Churchill famously “fired the first shots” of the 

Cold War in a speech in Fulton, Missouri now known as the 
“Iron Curtain“ speech

• In this speech he talked about an “iron curtain” descending 
across Europe with the “free peoples” living west of the 
curtain and the oppressed people of Europe” living in the East

• Fear of Russia in particular and communism in general grew in the West and 
in the US reached its height with Joe McCarthy and the so-called “Red Scare” 
of the 1950’s



Kennan and “The Long Telegram”  (1946/47)
• Written by George Kennan – an important American diplomat 

who served in Russia during WWII
• Major ideas in the telegram:

– Russia views capitalism as only wanting one thing, everything.  
Because of this capitalism and communism are perpetually at war 
with each other

– Russia will never agree to cooperation with capitalist nations
– The threat communism poses is real and needs to be confronted 

with via diplomatic firmness and long term pressure (eventually 
called “CONTAINMENT”)

– Given time, and by setting a positive example in the US and the 
West, Russia will collapse due to internal instability



The First Tests of the Cold War – Iran, Turkey and Greece
• Iran – during the War the USSR and UK divided Iran for war time purposes 

and were to leave when the war ended

– The UK honored this agreement and also gained access to Iranian oil

– The USSR also wanted access to Iranian oil, but when denied they refused to leave 
Northern Iran

• Turkey – the USSR pressured Turkey into giving it sole access to several 
ports along the Straights to allow it access to the Mediterranean and its 
long desired “warm water port”

– Soviet access denied and prevented by the UK, US and UN

• Greece – and civil war between communist and non-communist forces; the UK 
and later the US sent military aid to help the non-communists win the war; 
Greece was shattered by the conflict





The Truman Doctrine
• A shift in policy from isolationism to 

one of “supporting] free peoples who 
are resisting attempted subjugation by 
armed minorities or by outside pressures”

• Specifically applied to Greece and Turkey 
following England’s declaration that they didn’t 
have the resources to adequately support these nations

• Viewed by many as the start of the Cold War
• Committed the US to massive increases in military and 

foreign aid spending for decades



The Marshall Plan     (1947 – 1952)

• Following WWII it was clear that Europe was on the 
verge of a full scale economic melt-down

• The fear was that communism could engulf 
all of Europe given the desperate circumstances

• In particular, France and Italy had large and popular communist 
parties

• The goal of the plan was to provide massive financial aid to rebuild 
Europe and create industrially strong allies to stand up to Russia

• There was significant political wrangling to both offer aid to Russia 
and ensure they would turn it down
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COMECON (1949)



The Berlin Blockade and Airlift     (1948-49)

• The first true standoff between the USSR and the US
• The USSR blocks off access to Western Berlin following a 

decision by the England, France and the US to replace 
Western Germany’s currency with a new one

• For over a year the US flew in everything the western half 
of the city needed – up to 5000 tons of supplies a day

• The USSR eventually agrees to lifting the blockade in May 
of 1949 after it was obvious that the US could go on 
supplying West Berlin indefinitely

• The cost of the airlift was over $2 billion dollars



East and West Germany  -- the New Status Quo
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Russia Joins the Nuclear Club
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NATO and the Warsaw Pact
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Warheads Per 
Nation by Year

As of 2012 



China Goes Communist
• A civil war between the Communists (led by Mao) 

and nationalists (led by Chiang Kai-shek) began in 
1927 and ended in 1949 with a communist victory

• The communists were victorious despite a lack of
support from Russia

• The nationalists were a WWII Ally and were an important trade 
partner of the United States

• The communist victory expanded the Cold War to Asia and shocked 
the West



The Korean Conflict
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The Korean War Begins
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Consequences of Korea
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Cold War – Post Korea and into 1960’s
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Bay of Pigs and Cuban Missile Crisis
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The Cuban 
Missile 
Crisis



The United States and the Vietnam War
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US Troop 
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Vietnam



The CW and the 1970’s -- Detente
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The 1980’s, Gorbachev – Glasnost and Perestroika
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Three important leaders of the late Cold War Period:

Margaret ThatcherMikhail Gorbachev Ronald Reagan





DECOLONIZATION POST 
WORLD WAR II



Decolonization Post WWII



Decolonization- India and Asia



Decolonization- The Middle East



Decolonization - Africa












